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Agenda

● What are the measures of economic impact
● The studies:

○ 2016 ISER Study & follow ups
○ 2019 Buckeye Institute Study
○ 2020 Tax Foundation Study

● Balancing the impacts
● This presentation does not address the economic 

impact of changes in oil or corporate taxes
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Context

* We are facing 
continued deficits

* What are the options 
for closing them going 
forward

* Which has the lowest 
(least adverse) 
economic impact
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Measuring the economic impact

● 2016 ISER Study looked at four 
impacts on 10 options:
○ Income
○ Jobs
○ Distribution (by income level)
○ Regional

● The Buckeye & Tax Foundation 
studies are more limited
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Spending cuts:

Revenues:

ISER 2016 Study: Options
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● Broad-based
● Pay 

● Workers
● Capital

● Income tax: progressive
● Income tax: ‘flat-rate’
● Dividend cut

● Sales tax: more exclusions
● Sales tax: fewer exclusions
● Property tax



2016 ISER Study: Income & Jobs Impact
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2016 ISER Study: Midpoints
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2016 ISER Study: Distributional Impact
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2016 ISER Study: Regional Impact

“We would expect variation in revenue 
impacts by region — 

… lower-income regions are likely to be 
affected relatively more by dividend cuts 
and sales taxes, which have relatively 
greater effects on lower-income groups. 

… Higher-income regions are likely to be 
affected relatively more by income taxes, 
which have relatively greater effects on 
higher-income groups.”
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ISER Follow-ups
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Notable Findings from the ISER Studies
 
● “The impact of the PFD cut falls almost exclusively on 

residents, and it is highly regressive, so it has the largest 
adverse impact on the economy per dollar of revenues 
raised.” (2016 Short-Run Report)

● “A cut in PFDs would be by far the costliest measure for 
Alaska families. … Sales taxes would be the next costliest for 
households with children. …The effects of any of the fiscal 
options on incomes of households without children would be 
much the same.” (2017 Cost to Families)
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Notable Findings from ISER (con’t)
● “The PFD: 

○ … annually lifts 15,000-25,000 Alaskans out of poverty, 
depending on the size of the dividend. 

○ … reduces the number of Alaska Native living in poverty 
by one-quarter. 

● “Reducing the PFD by $1,000 will likely increase the number 
of Alaskans below the poverty line by 12-15,000 (2% of 
Alaskans).” (2016 PFDs and Poverty in Alaska)
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2019 Buckeye Institute Report

● No distributional or regional 
analysis

● Notional argument for reduced 
govt spending

● Analysis of revenue 
alternatives
○ Static (projected)
○ “Dynamic” (“predicts how 

individuals, households, and 
businesses will alter their 
economic choices in response”) 13



2019 Buckeye Institute Report
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2020 Tax Foundation Study

● No distributional or regional 
analysis

● Notional argument for 
“reallocations (POMV 50/50), 
reductions (spending) & 
revenues”

● Notional analysis of sales, income, 
motor fuel and oil & gas taxes
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Notable Arguments by the Tax Foundation
Sales tax: Because it is imposed on consumption rather than on 
labor, the economic impact of a sales tax is smaller and 
collections are less volatile than under an income tax. To reduce 
distributional effects, sales taxes also should be broad based, to 
include both goods and services.

Motor fuel tax: While the revenues a motor fuel tax could raise 
are insufficient to the task of closing Alaska’s revenue gap, an 
increase could make sense particularly since its effects on the 
state’s overall competitiveness would be modest.
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Details/Tax Base Matter
All “flat taxes” aren’t 
the same

● ISER: Taxable Income
● Buckeye: Payroll tax
● Tax Foundation: 

Adjusted Gross 
Income

● HB37/ITEP Dec 2020 
Study: Adjusted Gross 
Income, w/ exemptions
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Way Forward: Balancing the Impacts

● Determining the overall economic impact of each 
option requires balancing various criteria: income, 
jobs, investment, distributional & regional impact

● No clear “best”:  For example, viewed from some 
criteria, a sales tax has the lowest impact, but it is 
unavoidably regressive and has a 
disproportionately higher adverse impact on mid & 
lower income Alaska families (and regions) than 
other alternatives
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Balancing the Impacts (con’t)

● But a clear worst:  PFD cuts have the “largest 
adverse impact” both on the overall Alaska 
economy & Alaska families of the revenue options

● We support a flat tax (based on AGI) because: 
○ It has a relatively low impact on all factors
○ Is distributionally (and regionally) neutral
○ Importantly, also ensures that ALL Alaska families have 

the same “skin” in govt spending
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About

Envisioned to function as a state equivalent of the 
Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget, The 
Concord Coalition and Peter G. Peterson Foundation at 
the federal level …  

                               … Alaskans for Sustainable Budgets 
works to develop and advocate for economically robust 

and durable fiscal policies at the Alaska state level.
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Alaskans for Sustainable Budgets

http://www.crfb.org/
http://www.concordcoalition.org/
http://www.concordcoalition.org/
https://www.pgpf.org/

